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Artificial multiferroics consist of ferroelectric and ferromagnetic heterostructure, designed 

to exhibit a magnetoelectric coupling between the two order parameters. By applying an 

electric field on the ferroelectric material the magnetisation of the ferromagnetic material 

can be controlled [1]. Our work aims at investigating the dynamic response of the 

magnetoelectric coupling and fast electric field control of magnetism [2][3]. Here we 

present the results from the static measurements in strain-mediated coupling in BaTiO3/Co 

and BaTiO3/Ni multiferroic heterostructures. We demonstrate a change in magnetic 

anisotropy due to applied electric field in these systems. The electric field induces a strain 

through the piezo- or electrostrictive properties of the BaTiO3, modifying the magnetic 

anisotropy in Co/Ni elements which are imaged using Photoemission electron microscopy 

(PEEM) shown in figure 1a. These results constitute a first step towards dynamic 

measurements. We also present the results obtained from electric field control of 

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) in Si3N4/Pt/Co/Pt heterostructures. The result 

from the Magneto optic Kerr Effect measurements are shown in figure 1b showing a strong 

modulation of the PMA. PEEM results on similar structures showing modification of 

perpendicularly magnetised domain structures with applied electric field will also be 

presented, demonstrating the electric field control of magnetism in technologically relevant 

materials. 

                      
(a)                                                                                     (b) 

Figure 1: (a) PEEM images of BaTiO3/Ni heterostructures before and after applying electric field showing 

clear changes in the magnetic contrast in the zig-zag structure (b) Magneto-optic Kerr effect measurement on 

Si3N4/Pt/Co/Pt heterostructures indicating a change in magnetic anisotropy with applied electric field 
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We employ enhanced precision of top-down nanofabrication [1, 2] and single-particle in-situ X-ray 
absorption spectromicroscopy [2] to visualize hydrogen spillover, which is a critical phenomenon in 
heterogeneous catalysis [3]. Depending on the nature of the support, hydrogen spillover may occur in 
hydrogen catalysed reactions, which involve dissociative chemisorption of hydrogen onto a catalytic 
metal particle followed by migration of hydrogen atoms over the support. This eventually leads to the 
reaction of the hydrogen atoms with a species away from the hydrogen-splitting catalyst (Fig. 1a). 
Evidence of the occurrence of hydrogen spillover on non-reducible supports such as alumina is 
disputed, but has often been assumed to explain catalytic phenomena, while its occurrence on a 
reducible support like titania is generally accepted. Direct experimental proof of its existence does not 
exist due the lack of well-defined model systems and the inability to observe the effect directly. 
 
We develop novel model surfaces using extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography [1] and electron beam 
lithography (EBL) [2, 4] to achieve nanometer precision over particle size and its positioning. X-ray 
photoemission electron microscope (X-PEEM) at the Swiss Light Source (SLS) enables in-situ 
spectromicroscopy on individual iron particles prepared with nanofabrication [2, 4]. Fifteen pairs of 
nano-sized iron oxide and platinum particles at varying distances from each other starting at 0 nm to 
45 nm are positioned on the same support with an accuracy of one nanometer, previously not 
achievable. The SEM image in Fig. 1b shows one of the pairs with a 25 nm distance. All pairs along 
with an iron oxide particle without any platinum in its proximity are probed simultaneously to visualize 
chemical reduction by hydrogen spillover. The spectra showed that hydrogen spillover on non-
reducible alumina support depends on the distance from the catalyst and is relevant only at distances 
below 15 nm (Fig. 1c), occurring only on special sites. Maximum reduction occurs in the iron oxide 
particle overlapping with platinum, indicated by the highest intensity in the Fe L2,3 edge spectrum (P1 
in Fig. 1c). As the distance from platinum increases, less reduction takes place and the pairs at higher 
distances, along with the iron oxide particle without platinum in its vicinity, have coinciding spectra 
which implies no spillover. Spillover on reducible titania support, which occurs via coupled electron-
proton transfer, is uniform all over the support irrespective of distance. For the first time, distance 
dependence of hydrogen spillover has been experimentally visualized, and the hydrogen diffusion and 
migration mechanisms are elucidated by DFT calculations.  
 
a)  
 

 

 b) 
 

 

(c) 

 
Figure 1. (a) Scheme of hydrogen spillover from platinum to an iron oxide particle over a titania or alumina support. (b) SEM 
image of a pair of iron oxide nanoparticle (60 nm diameter) and platinum nanoparticle (30 nm dimer) which are separated by 25 
nm (scale bar: 40 nm). 15 such pairs at distances of 0 nm to 45 nm are fabricated on the same support. (c) Fe L3 XAS spectra 
demonstrating the distance dependent reduction of the iron oxide particles on the alumina support for three selected pairs (an 
overlapping iron oxide and platinum pair, a pair with distances of 15 nm and 45 nm) and the iron oxide particle without platinum. 
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Hybrid Pixel Detectors and Features of the PSI EIGER  
Erik Fröjdh on behalf of the SLS Detector Group.  
 
The performance of hybrid pixel detectors depends on the radiation interaction and charge 
transport in the sensor layer, as well as on the readout ASIC. The first part of this talk will 
introduce hybrid pixel detectors and give an overview of the different steps in the signal 
generation process while the second part of the talk will focus on the new features of the PSI 
EIGER[1] detector.  
 
Comparing with the PILATUS detector the most noticeable improvements with EIGER is a 
higher frame rate, of up to 23kHz, smaller pixels, 75 x 75um2 and in FPGA count rate 
correction. The PSI EIGER system is also fully scalable giving the same performance 
regardless of the detector size, meaning that also the very high frame rates are available for 
example in the 9M detector built for cSAXS. 
 
Threshold dispersion and energy resolution is also improved and after trimming a pixel to 
pixel threshold dispersion of less than 10e- RMS have been achieved. The standard 
calibration [2] of EIGER using X-ray fluorescence in a lab setup is outlined and the different 
gain modes discussed. Figure 1 shows the count rate performance for an EIGER 500k 
module using 12.8 keV photons. The performance is similar to the PILATUS detector looking 
at per pixel values but with the smaller pixels EIGER is capable of operating in higher fluxes.  
 
Finally a status update on current and future PSI EIGER detectors is given.  

 

 

Figure 1: Measured vs. incoming count rate for 12.8 keV photons. Eiger 500k.  
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The European X-ray Free-Electron Laser (XFEL.EU) [1], is currently being constructed in the Hamburg 
region and will be available for user operation in 2017. It will deliver extrashort, high intense X-ray 
pulses with a separation of 220 ns. The unique X-ray beam poses the following challenges to detectors 
used at the XFEL.EU: A dynamic range of 0, 1, … 104 12.4 keV photons, a frame rate of 4.5 MHz, and last
but not least radiation damage up to 1 GGy for 3 years of operation [2]. 

Gothard-II is a 1-D micro-strip detector specifically developed for the XFEL.EU. It will be used not only 
as a spectrometer meeting all requirements mentioned above but also as a beam diagnostic tool with 
additional logic to generate veto signal for the other 2-D detectors in imaging experiments, like AGIPD 
and LPD. Gothard-II makes use of silicon micro-strip sensor with a pitch of either 50 µm or 25 µm and 
with 1280 channels in total wire-bonded to ASIC chips with build-in ADCs and memories for a 
continuous readout of frames and hit information generated by each X-ray pulse.

The performance of existing prototypes has been investigated extensively. In this work, the results 
regarding to noise, dynamic range and strip-to-strip coupling by means of infrared laser and X-rays will 
be shown and its influence on the design of Gothard-II discussed. The architecture of the final ASIC will
be presented.

   Figure 1.  (a) Single photon sensitivity (8 keV X-rays)
                        (b) Dynamic range
                        (c) Strip-to-strip coupling
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